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ABSTRACT

Starting with basic physical and beam-target-geometry concepts, a
generalized laser radar range equation is derived which holds for a
target at any range R in the far field. The equation takes the form

cc Y, R1. where P, is the mean value of the received power and Y 3

the mean value of the fraction of the laser beam hitting the target.

By examining the equations for y, other equations are found for the
boundaries of the three radar regions - the i 'R2 region, the transition
region, and the 1 R 4 region. These boundaries, and y itself, are func-
tions of the spatial jitter of the beam and the degree to whicil Lne shape
ul a&e beant aid Ul,. .tle - it, ',atL t -u.. " re not the samn" T-

the transition region when the jitter is negligible, - can be found by
inspection (as can be done in the 1 R 2 and 1 'R 4 regions whether or not
the jitter is negligible); the resultant received power then varies as
1,/R 3 . In the transition region when the jitter is not negligible, - must
be calculated from equations before P, can be calculated. For com-
pleteness, the reflective properties of a target, its cross section, and
the one-way atmospheric transmission loss are examined. The rela-
tionships derived in this report are general in that they are valid at
any (e.g., microwave) wavelengths.

PROBLEM STATUS

This is a final report on one phase of the pi )blemn work on other
phases continues.
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SYMBOLS

AB area of beam (in2 ), = O.R2  Ln.,LBz

Ai irradiated target area normal to the beam (n,2)

Ar receiver area (m 2 )

AT area of the target (M 2 )

shape factor = (LTX/IL Tz) /(Oxi' z)

h- target height (m)

Hi incident irradiance (W/m 2)

.I intensity (W/sr); with subscripts r and t, refers to reflected and transmitted
intensity, respectively

k relative beam stability in the x direction, = o, N,

k' relative beam stability in the z direction, = e, \z

LTx target dimension par2llel to x direction (in), = "'T ý.o.

LTz target dimension parallel to direction (km), = hT ('Os ,

LBX beam dimension parallel to x direction (in), =,R

LB z beam dimension parallel to z direction (in), =,R

N,. reflected radiance (W/sr-_M2 )

',. received power (W)

Pt transmitted power (W)

R range to target (m)

V horizontal visibility range (in)

"T target width (in)

X/ Cartesian coordinates subscripts

azin-uth angle (measured in the plane of the surface)

/,h, atmospheric atteruation coefficient at a height I, (m-n

fraction of the beam on the target in the x direction

.2 iii



fraction of the beam on the target in the z direction
z

• fraction of the total beam hitting the target, = A1,AB - x Yz

IN, angular beam jitter in the x direction (radians)

x linear beam jitter in the x direction (m), = \R

, orientation of target relative to z direction

Ox beam divergence in the x direction (radians)

0, beam divergence in the 7 direction (radians)

V,' bidirectional reflectance-distribution function (sr -)

Pd bidirectional reflectance, = ' sin' ",r COS (r deA r('• r

A radar cross section/unit area

radar cross section (I- 2)

Sone-way atmospheric transmission loss, = c-R when 1. is constant

elevation angle (measured from the normal to the surface)

oric,.tation of target relative to N direction

•t transmitter solid angle (sr), =

iv



LASER RADAR RANGE EQUATION CONSIDERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

In the field of microwave radars, a target at any range R is almost always either
much larger or much smaller than the radar beam, and thus the mean value of the re-
ceiver power Pr either varies as 1 p2 or I R4, respectively. However, with narrow-
beamwidth laser radars the radar beam may also be about the same size as the target.
Thus, with laser radars there are three possible regions -a I R2 region, a transition
region (TR), and a 1 R4 region. The purpose of this report is to derive a generalized
laser radar range equation which is valid for all three regions, to find equations for cal-
culatinR the boundaries of the TR, and to determine how the TR varies with various pa-
rameters. 'ine parameters of the generalized range equation will also be examined,

In this analysis the following is assumed: the radar system is monostatic; the beam
has a rectangular cross section with no side lobes) and a uniform i-adianve Y. at Lie
target; and the target is xiut aitu rectanguiar, wliu unitorm reflective properties across
its surface.* In addition, the target can be tilted at any angle to the beam.

In Appendices A and B some comments are made about thc ',I' and 1 R4 laws.
Appendix C gives the derivation of various range equations for the special case of the
received beam being smaller than the receiver. The parameters describing the reflec-
tive properties of a surface are defined and discussed in Appendix D. There are deriva-
tions in Appendit E of equations for the one-way transmission loss due to the atmosphere.
Appendt. F has a discussion of a special portion of the TR.

DERIVATTON OF A GFNERALIZED LASER RADAP
RANGE EQUATION

In Ref. 1 a new radar range equation paramei ', , vas first introduced. Defined as
the mean value (over many pulses) of the fraction ot the beam hitting the target, this pa-
rameter will allow the acrivation of a genera!ized laser radar range equation. From
Fig. 1 it is seen that, for .1ny given pulse, the fraction of the beam hitting the target is
given by A, 4, 1 whcre 4, is the portion of the beam hitting the tariget (on any given
pulse) and A,? is the cross-sectional area of the laser beam. In the following it will be
assumed that the target is in the far field of the transmitter and that the receiver is in
the tar field of the target.

The reflected intensity r (in A sr) is related to the incident irradiance i, (in
W, II) by just a constant (. so that

I C I (1)

} . : !D' s : I on,• :I, th(' 0"; c't's ;11" :Iplin ,X -itt t h', F v'i:Ir 5.
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H4 T, 'N A Ak

F ig. I Laserwi r~idat r ica-tarL ,ýouc,

Since

and

the reccived power is given by

E// A A (4')

where

ý ore-w y amospher ic transmission los~s,

-transmitte intensity (W s)

Star get range (111), ii:1

=receiver a;uea (III')

It should be noted that Eq. (3) holds only when the area of the reflec ted beam at the cc -
ceiver is g:reater than the ar-ea of the receiver itsetf. Th:is is generally Vhicae (See
Appendix C when this is not the case.)

The parameter Cwill now be examnined by examining Nicodemus (2 -4) defines
the bidirectional reflectance -distribution function at a point as

I, (5)
4H,
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where

elevation angle (measured from the normal to the surface),

azi .. tI, ý-ngle (measured in the plane of the surface),

and incident and reflected, respectively, cnd

= reflected radiance kin W m -sr) in the direction o)f the rad1'ai

(For notational convenience, will be shortened to Just .(.erali,
is independent of H, and, therefore,

\ssuming that and I/. are consan.t over the suo ace 4f the taru',,t vieldhs

(7)I
where .- i• x .e irradiated area of fhe target normal tcý the hca : (:cc . I - c an
also be defined as the portion of the heain hitt ing thc arcet (kinll V ','T,, mL-ie
the inte,'ral of over 1 is b. definition (2) equal , Eq. 7 . , .

Con'iininc Eqs. (1) and (8) vicIds

An::d >usb0 itvtifln Ihis ilut•i . (4) 'iels

<1 J

Sine':

S' II)

',r:,.r•." s tht. s.,lii mdch, ,in ia:, aivwa'nc,'n . tjsine: tE7 (1 2: .tndi .,t~' u:,t thaL ht•,
At~v,: 4, the t:Ai. :'.1iit,'• is

E'q. (I l~ e, t •: a es

-. -~.



4 P. V.YMAN

Since ý is a function not only of the geometry shown in Fig. I but also of the spatial
jitter of the beam, it must be handled on a statistical basis by consider;ng its nean value
7. If it 's assumed that all ,,' the other parameters in Eq. (13) are consfant, the'n the
equation for the mean value of the received power lover many pulses) becomes

I , a P , , 2, : : r: A ,

This is the generaiized laser radar range eqiwtion.

The relationship between C and the radar parameter of taxget cross section a will
now be determined, in the field of microwave radars the standard ta:get is taken to be
an isotropically reflecting snhere. This standard results (5) in the following definition
Ci 0:

4:, , , (15)

and thus, 4, 4C. In the optical radar fielu '-e standard target is sometimes taken to
be a diffuse flat surface, and this standard results (6) in the following definition of i:

0 J, W1 (16)

and thus 3 = ac. From now on in this report, however, just the microwave concepts and
definitions, based on an isotropic standard, will be used.

Combining Eqs. (8) and (15) yields

" .. . .;,-v'A i (17)

Another p'armeter introducea (7) in the radar f' Ad is ,0 the radar cross section
pe. unit area, and it is equal to , divided by the irradiated target area normal to the
beam, i.e.,

-a (18)

Combining Eqs. (17) and (18) yields

•o = 4m,(19)

When Ea. (19) is subst:tuted into Eq. (14), the range equation becomes

Pý P Ti0,V7,(4,P2) (20)

In 1'ppendix A the L miliar 1 R
4 microwave radar range equation is derive -..oom Eq.

(?•'. It should be noted that Eqs. (14) and (20) hold for targets at any range.

THE TRANSITION REGION AND y

Introduction

Two things cause the ,xistence of a transition region (TR): spatial jitter of the laser
beam, and the geomatrical relationship between the target and the beam. An example of
a syotem operating it? the TR is seen in Fig. 2 where, even when there is no jitter, oper-
at ion is in neither the 1/R4 nor the 1/R2 region. This is true since in the x direction
the beam is larger than the target, while in the z direction the beam is smaller than the
tai gct.
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F -TARGET

Fig. 2 -Sinnplified laser radar beam-target geometry -SA

Where the TR begins and ends will now be determined by examining the equations
from. Ref. 1 for - and ., the mean values of the fractions of the beam on target in the
x and z directions, -espectively, The ,product of T and 7, equal to ), (if y anr y
are, as has been assumed statistically independent). The following equations are for the
x directh ;,, but identical equations hold for the z direction.*

When the beam is greater than the target (i.e., when LDX > LT,),

2 LBX 4 , L 2 -1 N I• -xp Tx exp(-y"'2) 'y - 2

-- TX ex(-y2)d _____2) y xp (-y 2 
2

'sizLe h L Tx 2_rtn

in th2 iecin()

When the beam is smaller than the target (i.e., when Ln,,

2 V Y3 eXp (_ V
2  2)X 4 ( L TX Y~) exp (Y 2  2) A ' Y2 2

(22)

In Eqs. (21) and (22)

L x ('O "TCo ta-rget size in the x direction (in),

A' o beam size in the x direction (in),

o,=beamn divergence in the x direction (radians),

\'K = \,R' = linear beam jitter in the x direction (mn),

,= angular beam jitter in the x direction (radians),

1,1l ?x L L T x

L16:• LTx
1'2 = 2_'

2,

ft **The use of C•artesia. coordinates leads quite naturally to the consideration of rectangular-shaped

Sbeams and targets. For nonrectangular beams and/or targets, the shapes must be approximated by
rectangles in order to use this approach.
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and

L Tx - LBX

2A, .

It should be noted for future reference that

Yl " LY x •. 0 \. k - 3

Equations (21) and (22) can be simplified if the following notation is used:

y(y) e 2/F/, :- normal or Gaussian distribution (with zero mean),

Gr - , L') dy
*'0

G, f e ,(Y) d"

Y 2

G3 6 (y) 0ý"

Y,3

YJI

and

.F 22

Y 3

Therefore when LB,, LTX

• , (LrT, i G 2 -E) G (23)YX LBx _

and wl.en LRX " LTx

2 LB,,G ( Tx G , ,G .VE • (24)
x Lx [ 3 1 4 

2

In examining Eq. (23) it is seen that if the bracketed factor approaches LrT '2, then
yx approaches LTx/LB,. If the same behavior occurs in the z direction, i.e., if • ap-
proaches LT 2 /LRz, then -, which equals y-, will approach LTxLTz/LnxLII 7 . Since

rt
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"1 ,,z will thus be approximately equal to LTL 7,, P,,R
2 . Substituting this value of

into Eq. (14) yields Prý 0 1 R4 . Under these conditions the target is said to be in the
1 p

4 region.

Similarly, in examining Eq. (24) it is seen that if the bracketed factor approaches
LIl? 2, then yx approaches one. If the same thing happens simultaneously in the z di-
rection, i.e., if V - i, then V 1, and when -:- 1, Eq. (14) yields P, 01,'R2. Under
these conditions the target is said to be in the 1 R 2 region.

In general, however, P, 7R 2 , and when the target is in neither the 1 VR4 nor the
I R-' region, then. it is said to be in the transition region. Thus, there are three radar
regions: the 1 R2 region, then a trarsition region, and then the 1 'R4 region.

Entrance Into the 1 R4 Region

In order to enter the 1 R
4 region the bracketed factor in Eq. (23) must approach

LT• 2 and simultaneously it must apprcach LT, 2 when examined in the 7 direction.
Equation (23) can be modified by introducing a parameter k called the relative beam
stability in the x direction, which is Qefined as the ratio in the x directicn between the
beam size and the spatial jitter. Thus, A- ,, - LB• ". Similarly V' : \ . Re-
writing Eq. (23) using k yields

2'LTx k -E,
L G - Y1 G (25)

The bracket in Eq. (25) must approach 1,/2 if -,. is going to approach LrTx LB,. Since
3, k Y, (see definition on p. 6), k and ,, fully determine the value of the bracket.
As a first guess, Y, 2 is chosen, since for this value of Yv, G• - 1 2. The results of
the evaluation of the bracket when y, - 2 are shown in the , curve in Fig. 3. Here the
error , I, which is the difference between the value 1/'2 and the value of the bracket in
Eq. (25), is plotted as a percentage versus k. For values of k > 4 2y,, the percentage
error is reasonably low (4% or less). Larger values of v, have been used in evaluating
the bracket, and as long as k A 23-, the percentage error stays low. Therefore, when

i2 and 1A '2, fTx l- X,.

The reason why Is must be greater than 2.y1 can be seen from a manipulation of the
defining equation of v,, which yields

T L(26)
(k - 2y1  \

This equation also explains the asymptotic behavior of the curve at k 4, since for
this curve Y1 2.

The physical basis of why the Y inequality (i.e., y, 2) holds will now be shown.
Defining the range R, at which v. 2 yields

L TV Lr+ T,7
R 1~ T (27)(k -- 4)

And so at R, T I,, 1-R. (It should be noted that at any valid R),, Eq. (27) shows that
A is automatically greater than four.) At ranges beyond R,, where the target looks more
ind more like a point to the laser radar, approaches closer and closer to LT, L1 •.
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direction if R ) R,,( then the beam is larger than the target by at least four times the
jitter. If this is the case, then the target will be fully illuminated (in the x direction)
almost all of the time.

Entrance Into the 1 'R2 Region

In order to enter into the I V
2 region the bracketed factor in Eq. (24) must approach

LB, 2, and simultaneously it must approach L13 2 when examined in the z direction.
Introducing k into Eq. (24) yields

2k G E+ k. (29)- : 3 k --- 2-

The bracket in Eq. (29) must approach 1/2 if 7 is going to approach one. Since Y2

k + y3 k and y 3 fully determine the value of this bracket. As a first guesb, Y3 - 2 is
chosen since, for this value of y,, G3  1 2. The results of evaluating the bracket when

3 2 are shown in the e 2 curve in Fig. 3. The error E2, which is the difference be-
tween the value 1/2 and the value of the bracket in Eq. (29), is also plotted as a percent-
age versus k. For values of k > o, the percentage error is less than 4%. When larger
values of ),3 are used in evaluating the bracket, the percentage error still remains low.
Therefore, when 3-,3 2 and kA 0, then , 1.

If the defining equation of y3 is manipulated, it yields

1 LTr (30)R - (k ý 2y3, 3

it is thus seen that k only has to be greater than zero. Since k - t, %,,, if k equaled
zero it would mean that the jitter \, was infinite, since the beam size o, cantt go to
zero. Therefore, the asymptotic behavior of ý 2 at k o is to be expected.

The physical basis of why the Y, inequality (i.e., v, 2) is used will now be shown.
Defining the range at which Y3  2 as R, yields

4 4\, (31)

Therefore, at R\,, i (since yA 2). At ranges shorter than R,, as the beam con-
tinues to get smaller than the target, the bennm misses the target less and less frequently
so that gets closer and closer to one. Therefore, when R R•, i; it can also be
shown that R R' yields v 2. In summary it is seen that when v 2 and k. 0,
then

Exactly the same analysis can be carried out in the ; direction, with the result that
when

R -r R, T , (32)

then i I. Therefore, when R is less than both R, and R,, I R2 operation occurs
since then I and 1, and thus I .
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The physical significance of R being less than or equal to R, can be seen by manip-
ulating R <_ LTO(O, 4%,) to give Lrx - LB, + 4 \,,J This inequality in effect states that
in the x direction if R _< R,, then the target is larger than the beam by at least four times
the jitter. If this is the case, then the beam is almost always entirely on the target in
the x direction,

Summarizing then, when R - R, or R,, depending on which is greater, the 1 R4 re-
gion starts, and when R R R, or R;, depending on which is smaller, then the 1,'R2 region
starts.

Parametric Behavior and Examples

The Effect of the Shape Factcr on the TR - In order to study the effect of the situa-
tion geometry, by itself, on the TR, the beami ijitter will be assumed negligible (i.e.,
A, = A, ý 0) in this section. Equations (27) and (31) thus yield

R. R' Tx Ox (33)

and Eqs. (28) and (32) yield

R, R' LTz 0 (34)

Thus, the TR extends from R, to R,, or vice-versa.

A parameter which describes the geometrical relationship between the target and the
beam is now introduced: the shape factor F is defined as

LTx LTz LT.,, LT, 1LB,
F (35)

Ox 0Z LT, LTz LR?

Thus, F reflects the degree of mi,,ýnatching betwrc , the shape of the target and the shape
of the beamJt From Eqs. (33) - (35), the shape factor F becomes

F R R, (36)

and this yields

L T,
R, LT (37)

Thus, the TR extends from R R, L-, t) , to R R, LTx Fa,, or vice-versa. When
F 1, R, , R,, and the TR extends from R, to R,. As F approaches one, R, ap-
proaches R, and the TR shrinks to just a line. As F now increases beyond one, R, be-
comes greater than R,, and the TR then extends from R, to R,. The following general
figures (Figs. 4(a) - (c)) can now be drawn. Since the non-TR conditions of Fig. 4(b)
(F I and \, N, z 0 mrad) don't usually exist, there is thus usually no abrupt change
between the I R2 region and the I R4 region. Figure 5 shows a typical case when
F 16. Here LTrLT L I, and i ', 1 1, and therefore F (1 6 1 1 6.

tif R' had been defined at some general value of Y, greater than 2, say v. then R R' w,-,ld

have yielded tr 2 L * 2YvA;.
"t"Shape" here will also connote the orietations of both the beam and the target.

14
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F'ig. 4- Radar regions when \ o, and (a) F 1, (b) F = i, and (C) F I.

F-1

TARGE r

"Fig. 5 - Geometry when F 1/6 Lez BEAM

LM~

The Effect of Jitter on tf rr. - In order to study the effect of jitter by itself, the
effect of shape has to be nc ated by making F 1, and this has been done in this section
by making

., Lr1  " , ,, , , , (38)

It can also be shown that when Eq. (38) holds, R\ R, and R, .,, and therefore all the
calculations can be carried out in just the \ direction.

Figure 6 shows the case of negligible jitter for various values of ,,,, and naturally it
is similar to Fig. 4(b) since once again F 1 and \, \, 0 mrad. As the jitter be-
comes significant, the TR comes into being, and Fig. 7 shows how the extent of the TR
increases as the jitter increases for any given value of LT,. If two laser radar systems
have the same value of k • , then that system which has the smaller beam diver-
gence and jitter will be the one whose TR occurs furUter out in range for any given value

of I-r,; this is shown in Fig. 8.

General Example- The effect of shape on the TR has been studied (Fig. 4) by making
the shape factor F variable and the jitter constant (%, \, Co). Then the reverse was
done, i.e., the effect of the jitter on the TR was studied (Fig. "7) by making the jitter
variable and the shape factor constant (F i). And now the combined effects of both
shape and jitter will be shown in a typical example. Let the following values be assumed:
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14

12

10 C I/R' REGIONA

S\ I/R
4 

REGION

x, IOmrad
-J

6-

2 //

I/R4 REGION

0 I I 1 1

0 2 4 6 8 0 12
RANGE R (KM)

Fig. (i Relationship between radar regions and
beam (tivergence ' when = I and the jitter
\ is negligible

12!
_ __ TRANSITICN

- LINE WHEN

•- 'RZREGION / -4TR WHEN
./k- l*RZI NAt 0 lzmrid

-R WHEN

4,-

/ / •.R REGION

/

0 2 4 6 1 2
"RANGE R 1KMI

Fig. 7 - Relatlonship between radar regions and thu

amount o; jitter .\, when F = 1 and the beam dlivr-
"Ifrnce o, tuA constant (f), I m-ad)
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TR WHEN

6r

IV 11 O,,-6mrad AND~x 0 ,mrad

£ t I4 REGION

TR WHEN

6•8, = 0 6mrod I
AND

2A,, 
0 0Imrrad

/R
4 

REGION

0' 1 1 1 A I J
0 2 4 6 8 10

RANGE R (KM)

Fig. 8 - Radar regions when F = I and
the relative beanm stability k remains
constant (A (;0)

Lr, 0 5 1-T., 3 rn

0 f)5' ml 0 5 yrarii

\ ) 03 1r I .. I, 1 1r,!

Then
I

1 7, 0 , .3 ,
12~ 6~jL 7 jn, - _JJ)

and t1oorefore the I R' region starts at L, kmi. Also,

A'•~~~~~ ~ ~~ 3, ( ' 07k,.,}g. J' • 3 kF,
" , \ - I';- ) • • . ,

Therefore, the I 9: region starts at 0.7 kmi. This example is shown in rig. 9

EXAMINATV-•N OF P, VS R

Having examined the effects of the shape factor f and jitter \, on the TR, the ques-
tion now arises as to how they effect and r,. Since Eq. (20) states that P, V , -. .
(where v r, '-.4, 4 ), and P. can be easily related if v is a constant. In this see-
tion it will be assumed that , , and thercfore I. and that V is constant.

When the jitter of thc beani is negligible, can be found for any # just by inspec-
tion. Since is defined as the mean value of the beam hitting the target in the % direc-
tion, if the beam is smaller than the target in the , direction, 1. If the beam is
larger than the target in the \ direction, I-.r, t IT, P ', . Therefore, with no
jitter, when the beam is smnaller than the target in both directions, , and
1'. V V.; when the beam is larger than the target in both directions, I L. t

" r *R - and P I'.r,.r . P1. These are the basic range relationships in the

i
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0 r

IR 2 REGION

0.5 Fig. 9 - General ,xarrple
TJ of radar regions

'/R 4 REGION

0 O 20 30 40

RANGE R (KM)

I R2 and 1 R4 regions when there is no jitter. When F i these are the only two possi-
ble geometrical situations and the only two range relationships. However, when F - 1,
there is, in addition to the 1 R2 and I R4 regions, a TR in which in one directioii the
beam can be larger than the target, while in the other direction the beam can be smaller
than the target (e.g., see Fig. 2). When this occurs - ,Lr To, ) R or (Lr 1, 0, ) R, de-
pending on in which direction the beam is greater than the target. Therefore when there
is no jitter and the TR is only due to F 1, P, a 1 RI (see Figs. 4(a) and (c)). When and
where this unique 1 R3 region exists has novk been determined.

Two other basic cases arise when j~tter cannot be neglected, and thus there are four
cases altogether. With the introductio o of jitter, if the target is not in the TR. then , can
still be found simply by inspection: ,gain it will either be equal to one or vary as I R-.
and Pr will thus vary with either 1 R- or I R4 behavior. But if the target is in the TR amd
there is jitter, then , will have to be. in general, calculated from Eqs. (23, and (24',*
The table '>elow summarizes the four cases and their ccncomitant radar regions.

Case Conditions Radar Regions
I F I and jitter 1 R2 , TR (sometimes I R'), and I R

i • 'F and negligible jitter 1 R, TR (always 1 R ). and I R4

Ill F and jitter I R, TR and 1 R'

IV I oand negligible jitter tI R and I R'

For an arbitrary set of parameters yielding the four cases, the mean received
power P, haS been plotted vs ,R for Cases I and II (Fig 10a) and Cases III and IV (Fig. l0b)
The parameters for all four cases are

A 10)- 4 4. .h;v-npt~J \ \ I ('i' I .C:v% II I ,I

'However, tOw unique situations may occur in which. even in 0-, pre.ence nf jitter, can stil, ""

found b%' inspet-tion, and again variets as I it (see App. F),
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Thus, H = 6.37 x10-3 and P, = 6.37x10 3 i R2 . In Fig. 10(a), LTx ' 2"y LTz 10t, and
F - (LTx ,LTr)/O)/•0 - /5s. In Fig. 10(b), LT, LT, 2m, and F - 1,

The transition regions for the four cases arr

Cars l, F.• i and Jitter (k - k' A 5):

L T., 2 ni
R m -- 20 km)x 0, - 4A, 0.' 5 7,rad - 0. 4 mrad

and

L T z I l 1ik
z - 4, 0.1 ra- 100km:

therefore the 1/R4 region starts at 100 km. Also,
LT m 22 km

R L Tx 2i )
x 0 )x f 4 • % ,, 00 . 9 m -

and
LTz 10 in

R'z - - - 11.1 km0z t)7 +7N 0.9 mrad

therefore, the 1 "R2 region starts at 2.2 km. Thus the TR extends from 2.2 km to 100 km.

CaseII, F I 1 and \- .A = 0 mrad:

LTx" 2 r,
R, R'l •- .. 4 kin

X0  1 2 inrad

and
LT7" 10 ,¶

zR7 L- -- 1 20 km;Oz 1 21 mrad

therefore, the TR extends from 4 km to 20 km.

Case III, F.> 1 and Jitter (k k' 5):

LTT 2 m
R 7 R = -- - 20 km

- 4\N, 0.5 mrad - 0.4 mrad

and

R' R' 2m 22km;
0 4 in rw!,

therefore, the TR extends from 2.2 kin to 20 km.

Case IV, F 1 and • A = 0 mrad:

R, R,-R R; R* L', 2m 4 km.

S0 0, 1 '2 mrod
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Thus, for Case IV there is no TR, just a break point at R* (4 km her() between the 1 R2

and the ! R4 regions.

Even though Cases I and II appear to touch in Fig. 10(a) at about 10 km, they don't -
the actual values of P, at this range are

Case 1 1 r 2.47 10- watts

and

Case iI , ý 10` a t

In Cases I and HI1, if the jitter is neglected, then the error at any range can be found
by examining the nonjitter cases, i.e., Cases II and AV, and then comparing either IH to I

"or IV to MIl, depending on whether or not F equals one. The maximum differe-nes (or
errors) for the cases chosen will now be found. In Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) it is seen that
the maximum errors occur where the straight lines cross.

In Fig. 10(a), where F - I, at R = 4kkm, Case II gives , = 4.Ox 10-4 watts, Case I
gives 3.4 x 10-4 .atts, the ratio 11/I = 1.18, and Case II is 18% too high. At R = 20 kin,
Case I1 gives 3.2x10-( watts, Case I gives 2.7x10-6 watts, the ratio II/I = 1.19, and
Case IT is 19% too high. In Fig. 10(b), where F i, at R = 4 kin, Case IV gives P,
4.0Ox !0-4 watts, Case III gives 2.8x 1.0-4 watt-., the ratio IV./MI = 1.43, and Case IV is
43% too high.

W.aen F 1 (in Fig. 10(b)), it is seen that maximum difference or error between
Cases IV and III occurs at the Case IV breakpoint range, R*, where the 1 TR2 and I `R

4

lines cross. An equation for determining this percentage difference at R*, without having
to calculate P, for Cases iII and IV, will now be derived.*

In regard to Case IV, 1 at R*, and thus at R*, is1.

In regard to Case III, equations must now be found for Y: and 7: at -the range R* in
order to find at this range. At R - R*, the equality L.,z, Lr, holds since LB, R

and R* LT, ,. There-fore -, o and y2 - LB., \• k, and thus Eq. (23) becomes

':, - (G Llx ', , FI ,

where

G6() 't,

and

1k 2 2

E - _V-2, 7 : 0.4 e-Y 2 1k

"If k 2 4, then 62 1 2 and E, -0.4. Therefore, 7 1 - (.8/k at if k a 4; simi-
larly in the 7 direction if k' , 4, then ,, - 1 - (0.8 k') - i; and thus at R - R*, . b
if k ' 4 and k' ' 4.

c*)\Fhe:1 -', a similar derivation of a simple equation doesn't appear feasible.
flt:Jation (24) will gi-e the same result.
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Thus, at R*, where the maximum difference occurs between the mean received
power P, for Cases IV and MI, the maximuni difference in - also occurs, and this dif-
ference on a percentage basis is equal to [(I - a•),'ab] x 100. Thus, the percentage dif-
ference (PP) is

1 - (I--o.R k)(l-o.8 k")
PD (39)

(1-0.8 k)(1- 0.8 k')

If k k', then Eq. (39) reduces to

PDz .6(k- 0.4) (40)
(k - O0t•2

As a check to the previous error calculation of 43% comparing Case IV to Case Ill, k 5
is inserted into Eq. (40). The result, 42%o, is reasonably close.

CONCLUSION

Via the introduction of a new parameter, Y, a generalized laser radar range equa-
tion has been derived which is valid at any range for a flat target of any size and shape
and with any type of reflective properties; in addition, this equation is valid no matter
what shape the laser beam has, nor its degree of divergence and jitter.

When, with regard to the range equ ion, the received power Pr varies with neither
4 IR 2 nor a I R4 dependency, then the target is said to be in a transition region (TR)

between the 14R2 region and the 1 R4 region. From an inspection of the equations for ,
the boundary equations of the TR have been found. In addition, the parametric behavior
of the TR has been analyzed with regard to its causative agents - spatial jitter and the
degree of shape mismatching between the beam and the target,

Two basic types of situatfons occur: one when the jitter is negligible, the other when
the jitter isn't negligible.

When jitter is negligible, 7 can be found by inspection in all three regions. In the
TR, PrCl'R3 , and thus, PrC 14'R2, 1 R3 , and I R4 in the three regions. As the degree of
shape mismatching between the beam and target is reduced, the TR shrinks until, when
there is no mismatch, there is no TR; then just the 1 A,

2 and 1 R4 regions remain.

If the jitter is not negligible, , can still be found by inspection in the 1 R2 and 1 R
4

regions, but it must, in general, be calculated when the target is in the TR. Because of
jitter, a TR will always exist whether or not there is any shape mismatching.

Errors in P, caused by neglecting jitter can be found by comparing the P, vs R
curves with and without jitter. The maximum errors occur at the zero-jitter breakpoints
and these can easily be found. Typical errors can be as much as 40% or more.

In regard to errors, the neglecting of significant jitter shouldn't cause the basic re-
sults of the system designer to be invalid, and the "three (or two) straight lines" approx-
imation should be adequate; however for the experimentalist trying tf, mcasure ,, the
neglecting of significant jitter may lead to unacceptably large errors.
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Appendix A

COMMENTS ON THE 1 R4 RANGE EQUATION

When R Ž Ic' or R,, deptnding on which is larger,

LTxLTz ,TxLTz LTxLTz
:: L :8 A8  A, A8LBxLB z AB o~t F(2

(See section regarding 1 R4 region, beginning on p. 7.) Substituting into Eq. (20) yieldcs

P (t = QIt) r 2 ; 0 LrxLTzAri/4,R
4  (Al)

Since now Aj - LTxLT, and a - 0 °,Ai (Eq. (18)), a z a,0 LTxLTz. Using this relationship
and the gain definitions of the transmitter (6,- 4Qt ) and the receiver (G, 4-A, ,\2)

yields

P t , G,' r 2 k2  4, ( , 3 R 4  (A2)

which is one of the more familiar (5) forms of the radar range equation.

As a point of interest, if the target is normal to the beam

"ThT - AT - LTXLTY - Ai,

and therefore

, - AT (A3)

Thus, it is seen that this commonly stated relationship only holds for a target normal to
the beam and in the 1 R4 region, and is otherwise riot valid.

20
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Appendix B

COMMENTS ON THE '/R2 RANGE EQUATION

When R R, R or R', depending on which is smaller, ,- 1. (See section regarding
1 R2 region, beginning on p. 9.) Substituting into Eq. (20) yields

P, r2o0Ar1(47,R2). (BI)

In Eq. (B1), we see that neither the area nor the ac pect of the target influences the re-

ceived power Pr. The solid angle of the transmitter also does not effect Pr.

Jelalian* has recently used a pulsed Nd laser radar to indirectly measure the aO of
the ocean (in various sea states) and of sand. The laser was airborne and pointed straight
down over the target of interest and P, was measured. Pt, A,, and R were known and
r was estimated, and thus Y° was calculated using Eq. (BI).

*AV. Jelalian, "Sea Echo ,t Laser Wavelengths," Proc. lEE" 56:828 (May 1968).

21
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Appendix C

RANGE EQUATIONS WHEN THE RECEIVED BEAM
IS SMALLZR THAN THE RECEIVER

When a target is highly specular (or if it is retroreflective), there is the likelihood
that the reflected beam, at the receiver, will be smaller than the receiver. This is
shown in Fig. Cl. When this situation occurs, the mean received power is

P, T r V f (Cl)

and the mean reflected power is

Pr.f = VJ (C2)

where Pd is the bidirectional reflectance (it will be discussed more in Appendix D).
Therefore,

-= ,;F' (C3)

This is the general range equation for this situation. Now let us look at two special
cases:

(a) When R R, R or R,, depending on which is greater, LrxLT, QtR 2  A 41?,

and when this occurs

P4 ý1 , T,I.T L , RIz (C 4)

This could be referred to as the "small target" case. If the system is almost lossless,
i.e. if 1 and ,,,1 1, then since LlALT, Ai, the mean received power is

Pe It(4, Ri) (c5)

Since A, R` equals the target solid angle (-t the transmitter), the received power is ap-
proximately equal to the power hitting the target.

(b) When R - R, or R',, depending on which is lei+s, i and when this occurs

r ,, ,(C6)

This could be referred to as the "extended target" case. If - 1 and 1, the re-
ceived power is approximately equal to the transmitted power.

R

'ig. C(I - (;voiuctFr) to 1tI he sptci.iI c:ase' wh(-re ith

REC. tARGr T(1' it'r x(i •,a • is s1:Rll1, r than th' ret-'ixelr

22
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Appendix D

REFLECTIVE PROPERTIES OF A SURFACE

In the derivation of the laser radar range equation the following parameters describ-
ing a surface were introduced -the bidirectional reflectance-distribution function p,
and the target cross section per unit area a 0. It was shown that they are related to each
other by ,, 4,,1' when ,' and the incident irradiance H, are constant over the target*
and j' is independent of II,. In Appendix C the bidirectional reflectance ,,, was intro-
duced, and now the questions arise as to how p, and 1,' are related to each other and
how these two paramneters are related to ,, the overall reflectance of a surface.

In Refs. 2 and 3, (,rI is defined as
'4

P ( (1irn(lsiOilIess' J p e's (DI)
he".sper

where cm'a Sit) 6, COS ,, Lfu, and o, and • are the elevation and azimuth angles of
reflection, respectively. Therefore,

h

For most surfaces ,' is not dependent on 'C, and therefore

2

~ 2~ j p S~f ,, 05 (f..r(D2)

since

For a perfectly diffuse s;urface, ' is dependent on neithier •, nor ,,, and therefore

I • (D4)

:111d art, 64,01' 11t:lsa 'h :lOl, thth r~ida:r hil 4i4 sight.

23
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For a perfectly specular suxAace at the prop-r viewing angle (2), V, ,,,, and this
yields P, - pIPi which was the basis of Eq. (C2).

The other parameter of interest here is the reflectance j, of a surface. It is defined
in Refs. 2 and 3 as

1) r , I P, (D5)

According to the terminology of the National Bureau of Standards* this parameter more
completely should be called the bihemispherical reflectance j ( 2-: 27), since i, is the
ratio between the power reflected in all directions and the power incident from all direc-
tions. Judd's reference also discusses in great detail the many other types of reflectance
and the interrelationships between them. From either this reference or from Ref. 3, the
following relationship is found:

j 17 I'd (D 6 )

If is not a function of ,, then

2 foN (D7)

For a. diffuse surface, , -i,' and , is independent of both and . Therefore,

2,--• ' %111 ("r (,OIs tr"

and therefore,

1 7,1 ,(D8)

Finally, for a diffuse surface , 4. 4,, 4,.. The reason for the appearance of
the 4 is because ,, is defined here relative to an isotropic target, not to a diffuse flat
plate as is sometimes done.

Occasionally (see footnote reference to Jelalian in AppendLx B) a parameter" is in-
troduced which in a way describe., the reflective properties of a surface. It is called the
effective solid angle of ret 'rn It is defined as

(D91

Therefore,

*, (I) 0)

For a diffuse surface is independent of both and .1and therefore

A*11
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t ~ 2 sir; , CCos ,,? H,',

or Q - for a diffuse surface. Combining Eqs. (D4) and (D9) will give the same result.

Substituting Eq. (D9) into Eq. (19) yields

I" • 4- ,, 0 (Dll)

This is Eq. 4 in Jelalian's paper. It is seen that , increases as either ,,, increases or
as !! decreases. Specular and retroreflective surfaces can sometimes have very small
ios, and consequently large ,,"s and (,Is.

The degree of diffuseness is the degree to which ,' is constant versus ,,, and this
depends on the relative surface roughness or granularity at the wavelength of interest.
In the optical region a heavy layer of dust can change a highly specular surface to one
that is highly diffuse. However, when a standard diffuse surface is needed, special ma-
terials must be used. Saiedy and Jones* present measurements on vs ,, for the
following materials: vitroiite, ceramic felt (Fiberfrax from the Carborundum Co.), ar-
tificial quartz, smoked MO, pressed M O, and 3M white paint (Type 401-A-10). Tvtten
and Flowers' present earlier measurements, but for fewer materiais. Grum and Luckeyt
present measurements on barium sulfate coatings which appear to be very good in the
0.20-2.0 !•m region.

S* [|. S:nud', t;.l) .. h'ni'.'.s. ' idi cti•i | fllck-tan c c,,surtrn 'n ,,ts (,,r Satcll tc ('ilibrntion iia-gur

ill !ht. "i,,,ilv and N ear Infra rcd . ' .\plt . ( pt. ".. _ M a r h 1 th i .
t(;. I' ýttr an,! k . - ,. "( pti CaI harz•'tcr-i ics Af a 1'rkp,'wt OSc ,1 wf h v-• $tau nd: in !rd .\i'Id.

i. (r1111, n i.W .k A.\\ .'u \ ' ( L jli ':i Sphere P itant anti a W orking S!-indard ,,I r1tc ut, '.m r, " .\ pl,j, N-\ . 19-1.



Appendix E

ONE-WAY ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION LOSS

INTRODUCTION

Atmuspheric attenuation is due to three effects: Mie or particle scattering, Rayleigh
or molecular scattering, and absorption.' Associated with each effect is an attenuation
coefficient, o b, and ., respectively, which may depend on the propagation path dis-
tance R (see Fig. El). These coefficients are additive so t-hat the overall attenuation
coefficient /? is

(El1)

The basic relationship between the intensity I and ist

'i I R) jR (E2)

* I. i . i - I ropagaoo p a t h -conict I"

In the visible region is negligible, and ttnerefore

'7 (E$,

Tabe l frm Cmpr~ gve the values of and .~at various ailtitudes at a N1av11e-

length of 0.55 ý. m . An examination Of this table shows that both paramieters declc rcse
ap proximately e~xpo-nentli:-iy with the altitude >,i.e..

(FA)

and

W.~ .l ~ X. tirt1. \O. C".I- l17 I I("4 Ic'. :. \výi ýo .. ....

F.A.Jclkinmid IL! 'A~itc
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Table E!
Molecular and Farticle Scattering Coefficients
vs Height in Uniform Atmosphere with Ground
Visibility of 10 Nautica' Miles

Height ..
(Kil:Jfeet) (naut mi) -I (naut ml)- '

0 0.0234 0.3678
10 0.0160 0.0290
20 0.0109 0.0023
39 0.0075 0.0001
40 0.0051 0.00005
50 0.0035 0.00005
60 p.0023 0.00005
70 .0016 0.00005
80 0.0011 0.00005
90 0.0008 0.00005

too 0.0005 0.00005

The constants are as follows:

r A , = particle scattering coefficient at ground level (1, o),

inverse of the particle scattering scale height = 0.83 km- ,

.= �, niolecular scattering coefficient at ground level, and

inverse of the ,nolecular scattering scale height 0.13 km '

For the v::lUes listed in Table El i,*here the vis.ibility = 10 naut na),

'A = 0.368 (naut mni i 0.199 kný-

0.023 (raut ini)- = u.0124 kmi and

0. ., z0391 (naut m1)1 . 0.211 kmi

OVER A HORIZONTAL PATH

Along a ioriLzontal path (R' I : is fairly constant with distance, and therefere

which vit) lds

,, " ' (E6)

where 7. is the intensity at and the ratio / is defined as - i, t. one-wav at-
mospheric transmission loss. The horizontal vis.' i&'. or meteorologic.'I range I (see
footnote to Campen reference) is that range at which ,d 0.55 :m equals 0.02. There-
fore.

.. , k 1~n~ n.uit nii,
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r 0. 0 . 1 - (E 7)

from which

V 3 3.9 ,i, , (E0 )

A• a check, the 13(o) from Table El can he inserted into Eq. (E8), which vields

V 3 91 0.391- 10 naw ':.

OVER A VELTICAL PATH

For a vertical propagation path, the dis .-nce R is equal to h. If absorption can. be
ignored, then Eq. (E3) can be written as

in J - -. (t 'R• • (Jh

Substitutiag Eas. (E4) and (E5) yields

(I _k k h\

In l - - k e e h dh . (E9). /

Equation (E9) yields

IL k E'. Nr + k 2 (l i'p (k k k 4 )1 3 4 .] E

At Ih- o, ir 1, andat h -, , A where k (k1  k, (k 3  k )

Figure E2 is a plot of Eq. (E10) when A' 0.34. The value " o -4 comes from
the previously used values of k, k 2' k ., and k4 when V = 10 naut mi. Using this value
for kA yields

-k - . !4 0.71

to6

0 04

z

02

05 I0 is 20
H£iGHT h (KM}

Fig. 1-:2 - One-way' transmission loss vs height
h for a vertical propagation path when A .I
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Therefore, the minimum vertical transmission w: equals 0. 71. If this minimum .h
is equated with a over some given distance along the ground, then 'x -h ) ., and
therefore ,.''' , which yields

.\- k / C! (,) -.34 0.211 km- L 6 km f0.87 natt mi)

Thus, at 0.55 ;.n- when the ground visibility is 10 naut mi, the attenuation over about a
1- aut-affle horizontal path is equal to the attenuation along a vertical path through all of
thi. atmosohere.

OVER A SLANT PATH

For siant path propagation, h R • !R , and therefore Eqs. (E4) and (E5) become

-k2 R •in H

H ( R ) k I , k R

and

- A R k 4 R 0

Letting s2 in and 1" ) I'n 0i and using in J F- tf(R) dR, resuits in

k R k R
1 f k e 'I R

since J;RR) R R . . Therefore,

[ k) I- )-(Eli)

or

~Mp A. i< k'ji- -( 3 k)t (E12)



Appendix F

SPECIAL SECTION OF THE TRANSITION REGION WHEN F.

When F doesn't equal one, a transition region (TR) always exists. In this TR, when
the jitter is negligible, it has been shown that , can be found by inspection and that it
varies as I R, with the result that P, M I R3 (see section beginning on p. 13). However,
it was also stated there that when F -1 !, "if the target is in the TR and there is jitter,
then - - ý.J, have to be, in general, calculated from Eqs. (23) and (24)."

The reason for adding the phrase "in general" is because under certain circum-
stances )- can still be found by inspection under these conditi.ons. The following two situ-
ations prove this statement.

a. If R' > R > 2,, then A R R, yields . 1, and R > R, yields (L , .
Therefore, under this situation (the target between R, and R, when R; R),

S(L Tr,, )Y R aR d P, • 1 R
3

b. If R'_ ! : R,, then R R R. yields - and R R, yields -. "T, , R.
Therefore, under this situation (the target between R, and R, when R, R,

_ ,LT
-R -g and PT 0 1 R'

In the general example shown in Fig. 9 the first situation existed because R, = 3.33
km and R., = 1.67 km; but in Fig. 10(a), even though the "with jitter" line appears to
touch the 1 R3 line, it was shown that it doesn't. This latter resuit is confirmed by
noting that neither of the above two situations is met, and thus the I R 3 approximation is
still slightly in error even at a range of about 10 km.
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radar range equation is derived which holds for a target at any range R In the far field. The
equation takes the form P• R2, where P, is the mean value of tV, received power and ,7 is
the mean value of the fraction of the laser beam hitting the targeL.

By examining the equations for T, other equations are found for the boundaries of the
three radar r-gions- the 1 R2 region, the transition rej-'on, and the I R4 region. Thes2
boundaries, and Y- itself, are functions of the spatial jitter of the beam and the degree to
which the shape of the beam and the shape of thc aaG4 (, gometry are not the same. In the
transition region when the jitter is negligible, ) z found by inspection (as can be done
in the R2 and I R

4 regions whether or not the jitter is negligible); dhe resultant received
power then varies as I 'R3 In the transition region when the jitter is ,ot negligible, - must
be calculated from equations before T, can be calculated, For completeness, the reflective
properties of a target, its cross section, and the one-way atmospheric trans,.ission loss are
examined. The relationships derived in this report are general in that they are valid at any
(e.g., microwave) %%avelengths.
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